Building the DragonFlyer Kit
The DragonFlyer is a high
performance, fun, and safe
boat that is easy to build.
DragonFlyer’s internal
framework serves as the
building jig; planks and
other parts go together
precisely, readily, and
consistently. The internal
framework also forms hull
stiffeners and floatation
tanks so the boat is strong,
lightweight, and is easy to
self recover when sailing.

Framework

Then the frames are slid into slots in the keel
and over tabs on the end of the keel.

First the keel parts are
assembled together, including
forward keel, mast step panels,
trunk panels and aft keel, plus
various cleats.

The triangular bottom
straightens and squares up the
whole frame. Here it is beveled
ready for the first planks.

The stringers are slid into slots in
the frames, then the cockpit sides
are slid over tabs at the top of
the frames and fastened to cleats
along the top of the stringers.
Cleats at the shear lock the ends
of the stem and frames in place.

Planking
The planks lap over each other and
are glued together with epoxy.
The laps are pre-beveled and
tapered rabbets, called gains, have
been cut at the bow to allow the
planks to lie flush at the stem.
Temporary screws and battens
clamp the lap while the epoxy sets.

The first planks are
trimmed flush with the
bottom, then fiberglass
cloth is epoxied to the
three panels to
strengthen and protect
the bottom of the boat.

Decks, rails,
& sole panels
The decks are fastened
to various cleats at the
sheer and around the
cockpit. The extra
overhang along the
planking and cockpit
panels will easily be
trimmed flush later.

The outer stem is fastened
and glued over the edges
of the planks and deck,
then trimmed flush with
the planking. The rails are
glued and screwed along
the deck edge.

The trim work and spray
rails are attached around
the cockpit, then the sole
panels are glued and
fastened in place.

Spars and foils
The halves of the mast are glued
together then the taper is cleaned up,
ready for rounding over the corners.
The other spars don’t need gluing
and have the corners rounded over
similar to the mast.

The faces of the rudder
(here) and centerboard are
beveled to approximate a
foil shape. The corners can
be trimmed and sanded to
make a true foil section.

After the spars are
shaped and varnished,
the hardware and
rigging are attached.

Finishing

Once the boat is assembled, the
fastener holes are filled with
epoxy putty that is easy to sand
smooth. Then the boat gets an
overall sanding and is ready for
paint or varnish.

The rails getting a coat of varnish.
How much or how little of the boat
gets varnish is up to you. Along
with the rails, the spray rails,
cockpit trim, and trunk cap are all
made of African mahogany, and
the tiller is made of ash, suitable for
varnishing.

Priming for paint on the inside and
outside of the boat. This boat
received antifouling paint and so
did not need primer on the bottom.

Hardware, rigging
& launching!
Blue painters tape is used to easily
and clearly mark out the location of
the hardware and fastener holes. The
tape is removed when the hardware
is removed for reattached with
bedding or caulking.

Launching day!
The mast, bowsprit and rigging are set
up, the boat rolled on a boat cart (or
carried) down to the beach, the sails
raised, and the DragonFlyer is off!

